
Nov. 15, 1966 

M.S. Arnoni 
Editor The Minority cf One 
155 Pennington Ave 
Passaic New Jersey 

My dear Mr. Arnoni 

What is one to do with you? How is one to get aloms 
with you? I try to help you; you requite me with money and abuse, 

Perhaps we are the victims of a misunderstanding. As If 
think back over our short and strange relationship, I 
fix the trouble at the very beginning when we mot un- 
expectedly at the home of Mrs. Sylvia !eagher early in 
August. Cr was it late in July? 

AS we were introduced I recognized vour name immediately 
as that of the editor of TMC which J had been reading 
fairly regularly and had found congenial because of its 
generally anti-capitalist political line and sharp, al- 
beit often shrill, criticism of American foreign policy. 
Cn the whole I thought TM should have included more 
material on class struggles and more political analysis 
of developments in the United States; I missed discus- 
sion in your columns of the imperative need for the sone 
overdue political organizatioy of revolutionary cadre 
on the basis of a program defining the world position 
and role «? Americar inperialism and the path the Aneri- 
can working onese will be Heed by events to take in 

nest, of ct 5 contributors were not eral fut uriters. 
Tne publication had a certain crude propagandftic fla- 
VOre 

Nevertheless, in the absence ma an authentic revolutionary 
oress in the United States, TI I thought, was performing 
a useful service in attacking ithe counterrevélutionary role 
of the United States in world affairs. (Cn two issues in 
particular I felt warmly toward TYC. cCne is the genoci- 
al war waged by the United States in Vietnam, which TV 

has denounced with uncompromising vigor and consistency. 
The other is the Kennedy assasination toward which 
early took a political position. I hoped some day to 
read in TMC an exposition of the connection between the 
two events, 

Bes cule gonyel ur Gis » She only one whe have evus bs. 
ro ny lace - incica&#ed your need of and will? cso8s: 

bo aveept help in publishing TMO, I offered to 2: 
by editing copy. @ believe I made that clear ou Si 
sine that I said pointedly was even more fut Gas Co Seid 
‘ ~1g for TMC and had previously sent you vo or three 
pieces on the assassination with stress on soue of 188 
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Political aspects, anc about whieh tT had heard nothin, “POM Vou. 

Ly Choucht abcous ecditine at ch NaS? We = a co have a sufficient basis of Limited polities) a-ree. ment for collaboration, ‘That is why I offered to werk without fee, What edizving I did on the copy vor the three following issues was Motivated by an intention to improve sty @, correct errors cf fact, and eliminate vulneraple formulations - all within the lirgts of the contributors! own idea. and the eeneral nelitical na-.. ture of TC. Cverall fidements of article oe Fo : 7OHL ined ta a Bs 
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same idea that co’ laboration Be agreement; [I assumed, erroneously it now is clear, my offer of colla oration would be understcod as implying political of + Foolishly I did not stop to think it might be interpreted differently. I casticate myself even more sharply than you have berated me for not realizing your insistence on paying me was not merely a friendly senerous gesture, and that in assailing the cited] impericl&st reaction you preferred, nay insist- ad che sae eristi aitlaroniatie cenitaul-wace 1: = en ag wee 
or > rsen : ae 
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mE you apy reciat my pe to accomplish by abuse? Voy did it serve you? 7 Ccamnot believe I am the only person ever, even if unintentionally, to have provoked you. TI “ave Lhe discuiesine Peeling vou have permitted yourself oS aeens on other occasions, a eripyvlins handica 
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